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Intent 

• To enthuse pupils to ask questions of the world around them and to see the links with 

what they are learning and the real world (SMSC in SOW, enrichment activities in Y7 and 

Y8 (planning underway), trips, extra-curricular groups. 

• To give every student a curriculum which matches their needs (Separate Science, 

Combined Science and ELC) 

• To allow students to see links within the curriculum (across Biology, Chemistry and Physics 

but also within year groups) to give them a holistic view of Science as a subject and how it 

connects to their lives both in and out of school. 

• To allow students to develop skills and knowledge which will enable them to access future 

careers 

 
Implementation 

• Subject specialists (where staffing allows) are in place from Y8 onwards which gives pupils 

the opportunity to dive deeper into the specific topic from an early stage of the 

curriculum. 

• The curriculum is designed so that pupils’ skills and knowledge build as they move 

through the year groups, it develops with their skills in other subjects and their own 

maturity. It allows students to make links between their knowledge. 

• Pupils are assessed in relevant places within the curriculum (generally at the end of a 

topic) but will also have other methods of assessment including class questions, 

presentations and practical skills. 

• The different option choices for pupils are selected on discussions with the students as 

well as teacher judgement as to which course is the best for the pupils’ development. 

Students who opt to study separate Science GCSEs will have shown an academic aptitude 

and keen interest for Science. We work with the students to ensure they are on the 

correct GCSE course which will allow them to stretch and achieve their best. 

• Entry Level Certificate is used to allow students to achieve a certificate in Science, which 

will boost confidence and also works alongside the Combined Science GCSE. We liaise 

with the DLS when selecting pupils to do this route and students are entered for this in 

addition to their GCSE in Y11. We have provided support for other schools in Bury in the 

implementation of ELC. 

• Revision classes run from October to exams. Class intervention and extra classes and 

curriculum time planned for mastery. 

 
 
 
 
 


